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From the editor   
 

This month’s newsletter is a bit short.  Apart from Allan Ekert’s Casting Around, which comes in as 

regular as clockwork every month, and the Fly of the Month, there aren’t any other contributions. 

There’s not even a report on the April monthly outing because it hasn’t happened yet !  There are a 

couple of things lined up for next month so the May edition will hopefully be a little fuller.  

In the meantime a request for more input from members, please. Recipes, fishing reports ( although 

most of those go on Facebook these days ), items for sale in the Classifieds, letters to the editor, 

requests for help with fishing and tackle problems, tackle or book reviews, etc.  All most welcome. 

                                                                                                                                           Alan T.  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

Bronte Park  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In light of the disastrous fire last month that destroyed the Bronte Park Chalet the subject of our 

traditional November outing was raised at the April meeting. The cottages around the green are still 

standing and Chris Cohen volunteered to find out if they were still being let out. It turns out they’re 

managed separately from the Chalet and are still open for business. Good news, because there’s no 

other accommodation up that way that can cater for groups. Mark on your calendars that Chris has 

booked us in for the weekend of 16-17-18 November.   
 

The restaurant was also destroyed in the fire so it will be a self catering weekend.  We usually gather 

for lunch at the Great Lake Hotel on the way up so that takes care of one meal. The little shop there 

does takeaway pies, toasted sandwiches, etc. so if you don’t fancy cooking there’s no need to starve.  
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
 

 

The Bronte Park Chalet was not the only loss in the 

month of March. Lefty Kreh died at the age  

of 93. Many of us learnt a lot about flyfishing and 

casting from Lefty’s down to earth videos and 

writings.  He was one of the pioneers of saltwater 

flyfishing and the originator of Lefty’s Deceiver, a 

saltwater fly used all over the world and immortalised 

when the US Postal Service put it on a stamp in 1991. 

 
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

 

“There’s more bullshit in flyfishing than in a Kansas City stockyard”……….. Bernard ‘Lefty’ Kreh 
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Excuses 
April 2018 

 

It’s about this time each month that I start looking for an excuse not to write another Casting 

Around. “Nobody reads it.” “I can’t think of anything to write about.” “I’ve got to go fishing.” 

Despite all these excuses I eventually stop procrastinating and start writing. After all I need an 

excuse to show off my new, colourful banner. 

 

When it comes to casting I’ve heard plenty of excuses why people can’t cast. I’m sure you have too. 

If you have been fly fishing for a while no doubt you have had people come up to you and say “I 

wish I could cast like that!” They usually go on to offer their excuses why they can’t cast as well as 

you do. Maybe if we examine some of these excuses and offer some solutions it can help us all 

become better casters.  

 

The most common excuse I hear is that” I taught myself!” There’s nothing wrong with teaching 

yourself and in fact most of us started out that way. The problem is that self taught casters rarely 

reach their potential due to a lack of knowledge about the essential mechanics of casting. When you 

watch a good caster in action you can see the difference.  Teaching yourself can be slow and lead to 

bad habits. On your own you have no way of knowing what bad habits you have developed and what 

you can do to rectify them. 

 

 In this day and age there is no excuse for being self taught. By all means read the books, watch the 

videos and get out there and try for yourself. But if you really want to learn to cast you must find out 

how to do it properly. And the best way to do that is seek help from someone who can do it better 

than you –someone who understand the mechanics of what makes a cast work. Enter the casting 

instructor. There are plenty of casting instructors around who provide lessons for a modest fee. If 

they have a professional certification you can be assured they are going to get you started on the 

right track and nip those bad habits in the bud. Many sports people pay for lessons and fly casters 

should consider it too. 
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If you don’t want to pay for professional instruction the next best option is to join a club. Most clubs 

have certified casting instructors amongst their ranks and those who don’t are sure to have 

experienced and accomplished casters who can set you on the right track. There is no substitute for 

having someone watch your cast and provide feedback on what is going wrong and what to do about 

it. I should point out that as an instructor I am happy to help people at a club level but I leave the 

individual lessons to those who earn their living that way. 

 

“I don’t have time to practice” is another excuse trotted out to explain less than perfect casting skills. 

In this busy world time is a precious commodity. Little wonder that most of us proffer a lack of time 

as an excuse for not doing something about our casting. Learning to cast well takes practice and 

practice takes time. If you are time poor there are some hacks you can use to make the most of your 

limited time to practice. 

 

1. Get a wool practice rod. You can buy a commercially available rod or you can make your own. 

The beauty of these rods is you can use them indoors or outdoors at any time. Although you are only 

casting a few feet of wool the techniques required are the same as you need to cast a proper rod. 

Keep it in the office, on the back verandah or in the car and get it out and practice whenever you 

need a few minutes break from your regular routine. 

 
2. Learn to visualize and pantomime. Fly casting is a mental as well as physical skill. You can 

visualize the casting stroke at any time and you don’t need any equipment. Picture yourself making 

the perfect cast and think about the movements involved. If you want to take it a step further 

pantomime the cast with a pencil or ruler and go through the motions of casting. Time spent 

visualizing and pantomiming will result in improved casting when you go fishing. You can do a lot 

while sitting at a desk or in a car or standing in front of a mirror. Take a look at the videos of Joan 

Wulff, Mel Krieger and Tom White
1
 to see how to use visualization and pantomime to make the 

most of your practice time.  

 

3. Keep a fly rod in your hand as often as you can. How often do you see kids juggling a football 

with their feet or catching and throwing a ball? That’s how they develop their skills. If you have a fly 

rod rigged and ready to use pick it up whenever you can and practice making tight loops. Take it 

with you when you walk the dog or water the garden. The more you get used to controlling the fly 

rod the better your casting will become. 

 

You only need to read any fly fishing forum, attend a casting day or meet someone out fishing to 

have heard this last excuse. “I only have this cheap rod and that is why I can’t cast!” Just as a poor 

tradesperson blames their tools, poor fly casters are quick to blame their fly rod. In my years of fly 

fishing and instructing I have only ever come across one rod that I could say was to blame. I won’t 

mention names but if you were to see this person casting now you would see the difference a rod can 

make. 

 

In almost every case the rod is not the problem. Some rods make casting easier, some rods match a 

person’s style and some rods are designed for particular circumstances. But a rod is a rod and as I 

said last month if you know your stuff you can cast a broomstick if you have to. No one wants to 

cast a broomstick so eventually we all settle on a rod we can afford and does the job for us. Those 

who spend their fly casting lives searching for the perfect fly rod will search in vain. The sooner you 

learn that it is not the rod that makes the cast but the person the sooner you casting can improve. 
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If I can offer one piece of advice regarding choosing a fly rod it is to buy the best rod you can afford 

and stick with it. Searching for that better rod is no substitute for getting to know how to use the rod 

you have. Back in the days when I was learning to cast and still at work I bought the most expensive 

rod on the market. Every mistake I made with that rod had to be my fault. I think it made me a better 

caster because I couldn’t use it as an excuse. 

 
Being self taught, not having time to practice, and not having a good rod are reasons for not casting 

well; not excuses. We all want to be better casters. To do that there is no substitute for learning how 

to cast properly and practice. The next time you hear someone offering excuses for their casting you 

need to ask do they really want to become a better caster.   

 
1
Dynamics of Fly Casting (DVD) by Joan Wulff 

 The Essence of Fly Casting (DVD) by Mel Krieger 

 Efficient Fly Casting, Vol 2: The Roll Cast (VHS) by Darrell Prowse featuring Tom White 

 

                                                                                                                        Allan Ekert   

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Fly of the Month                               The Madam X  
 

   Hook   :-    2x long 12 -10-8 such as the Kamasan B830 
 

   Tail      :-    Deer hair 
 

   Body    :-    Floss, wool or tying thread, colour of your choice. 
 

   Head    :-    Deer hair tied bullet fashion, tips swept back over body. 
 

   Legs     :-    Rubber strands, Sililegs or similar 

 

The Madam X is being used more and more these days as a grasshopper pattern. There are heaps of 

grasshopper patterns around but the Madam X is easier to tie than most of them and equally as 

effective. And it’s not only used as a hopper pattern. In smaller sizes it is a good searching dry fly 

and in larger sizes it can be used as a ‘twitchy’ surface fly on still waters to lure up those summer 

evening mudeye feeders. American fisherman and fly tyer Doug Swisher is generally credited with 

the original dressing.  
 

The Madam X is not too difficult to tie but hard to describe in words. There are a few YouTube and 

Vimeo videos around and this one is probably the best at explaining the proportions of the fly and 

the method of tying the bullet head.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--wpIicPuOU  .  
 

As with most successful flies there are a few variations possible, mostly in the colours and body 

material. Grasshoppers in this part of the world, i.e. along Brumbys Creek between weirs 1 and 2 

and the Macquarie River upstream of Cressy Pumps, are mostly yellow and black or dull brown.  
 

******* 
 

PS.   A good source of floss is from Spotlight……… Madeira pure silk embroidery floss. It’s nice 

and glossy, doesn’t change colour when wet and comes in a vast range of colours.  

                                                                                                                                             A.T. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Another item discussed at the April meeting was the venue for the last day of the season outing on 

the 29
th
.  Brumbys Creek was rejected  because it hasn’t been fishing well just lately ( like four or 

five years)  and can also be a bit awkward if the wind gets up from the wrong quarter. Nobody 

fancied going up to the lakes….. “ it could be snowing ”….. and nowadays we normally do 

Huntsman Lake on opening day. So the South Esk River at Evandale was chosen.  The new ( last 

season) Angler Access point has opened up about a kilometre of  varied water, with rapids, pools 

and long flat stretches. A few of us started fishing it last season and have had some moderate 

success. There are a lot of pan sized fish but in amongst them are some really good ones.  

 

A few members seemed a bit hazy about the 

location so here is a map. It’s nice and 

straightforward really. Drive out past the 

airport and as you approach Evandale and 

enter the 60 kmh zone turn right onto 

Leighlands Road. Cross the level crossing 

and pull into the parking area on the left just 

before the bridge. There’s an Angler Access 

sign and stile there.  X  marks the spot. If 

that car park is full you can cross the bridge 

and park on the grass. It’s just a short walk 

back across the bridge. 

 

Suggested gathering time is about 10.00 am. 

No competition, just bragging rights and a 

friendly day out.  

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Mersey River changes, Merseylea 
 

The following before and after photos are originally from Trout Fishing Tasmania Facebook page.  I 

wasn’t sure which bridge they were taken from but had to go to Sheffield today (16
th
 April) and 

detoured to check. Pictures were taken from the Lambert Road bridge looking upstream I don’t 

know when the ‘after’ picture  was taken but that’s exactly as it is today.   

Does anyone know if this is the result of the 2016 flood or has someone been doing some 

“improvement” work ?  The left hand bank certainly looks as if it has been cleared and straightened. 

Either way, the work of man or the work of nature, it looks a bit sad at the moment. 

                                                                                                                                            Alan T. 
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 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Facebook Picture of the Month 

 

The picture Alec selected as the banner picture for the month of April on the club Facebook page is 

of one of the many great fish Gary Cullen has taken from Penstock Lagoon this season. Actually, 

“taken” is probably not the best word as 99% of Gary’s fish are returned.  Gary posted the picture on 

the 11
th
 of March. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

“We do have to think seriously now about conservation, although it is chilling to realize there are 

catch-and-release fishermen alive today who don’t know how to clean and fry a fish” 

                                                                                                                                           John Gierach 
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Calendar  
 

April    25
th
     :-   Anzac  Day 

 

            29
th
     :-   Final day of the brown trout season. Last fling outing is to the Angler Access  

                             stretch of the Sth. Esk River at Evandale. See page 6 above. 
 

May      9th     :-   The Annual General Meeting.    The AGM will be followed by the regular  

                             monthly meeting   
 

            13
th
      :-   Casting.  A fun casting day will be held at the same time as, or shortly after, the  

                              usual club casting competition. There may even be prizes !  
 

   19
th
- 20

th     
   :-   Inland Fisheries Service Trout Weekend at Liawenee. 10.00 am to 3.00 pm each  

                             day. Club members will be doing fly tying demonstrations of Sunday afternoon. 
 

               23
rd
      :-   Fly tying evenings recommence.  7.30 pm at the Squash and Tennis Centre.  

 

            29
th
      :-   Casting  

 

Looking ahead 
 

June 24
th
  is the first round of our annual casting competition with the Devonport club.  Venue for 

the first round is their Winspears Dam at Latrobe.  June 24
th
 also happens to be one of our casting 

Sundays, Anyone who doesn’t want to compete or go along to watch at Winspears can still have a 

bit of social casting at the Isle of Shalom; you just have to make arrangements with Alec about the 

key.  
 

July 29
th
    is the return leg of the competition with Devonport. Home ground for us this time. 

 

The more members that have a go in this competition the better because the scoring system counts 

the scores from the top four casters in each event. Last year we were soundly beaten in the first 

round but made an impressive comeback in the second to fall short by just three points. Let’s hope 

we can get the trophy back this year. 

******* 

Alterations to calendar items will be notified either by email, on the club Facebook page or on the 

club website  http://corralinn.weebly.com/    
 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Next newsletter due second half of May. Any contributions by 14

th
-15

th
 please. Editor reserves the right to edit 

without altering meaning or intent of items submitted. This newsletter compiled in Word format and changed 

to pdf for emailing which degrades picture quality.  Contact the editor if you want higher definition copies. 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

 
 

 

 

                               

 

 


